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Abbreviations：％BF＝percent body fat；LBM＝lean body mass；
BMI＝body mass index.





































cholesterol；Al＝atherogenic index calculated as［（T－cho）－
（HDL－C）/（HDL－C）］；p＝probability；ns＝no significance.
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Abstract
A cross－sectional study was conducted to investigate blood cholesterol profiles in healthy male
（n=30）and female（n=33）university students（aged 18－23 yr）and to determine the relationship
between aerobic working capacity （PWC170） and blood cholesterol profiles. PWC170 was defined as a
workload at HR of 170bpm by using an cycle ergometer. There were no significant differences in
blood cholesterol profiles between male and female groups. Judging from total cholesterol（T－cho）
and low－density lipoprotein cholesterol（LDL－C）, about 20％ among students have possibility that
the risk factor of atherosclerosis might increase in the future. Based on relationship between PWC170
and blood cholesterol profiles in each group, there was a tendency that good aerobic working
capacity was likely related to good blood cholesterol profiles. Therefore, it is suggested that blood
cholesterol screening and habitual physical activity are important for healthy male and female
students in the university.
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